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RAISING THE PROFILE:
EDINBURGH CITY LIBRARIES BOOK BUS 

Edinburgh’s first ever mobile library service especially for 
children and young people started on Monday 23rd October 
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Our service vision is to “bring inspiring new reading experiences 
to the children of Edinburgh.” Our aim is to encourage children to 
make use of their local library by introducing them to library 
services through the Book Bus. To this end all children are  

 

issued with two library tickets – one for use on the Book Bus and 
one for use at home.  The tickets have the same membership 
number so that any items borrowed on the Book Bus or the local 
library will show up against their record on the library computer.  The 
dual ticket means that if venue staff so wish, they can keep the Book 
Bus ticket at the venue and the child can still use their Home card 

children up to nursery age.  Sheila Archibald, one of the centre’s 
nursery officers has already noticed the impact of the Book Bus. 
“The children really enjoy the opportunity to pick their own books and 
we read them together during circle time…we keep the books within 
the unit but it has encouraged several of the parents to take the 
children to their local library so they can get more books to take 
home.” 
 
This is the hope we have, that children will enjoy coming to the Book 
Bus and will be inspired to continue the reading habit as well as 
being encouraged to make use of local library services.    
 
To find out more, please contact Brenda Webster, Library Officer, tel 
529 5697, or brenda.webster@edinburgh.gov.uk
Young people browsing at St Katharine’s 
6.  This service is unique in Scotland as it specifically targets 
dren and young people who have additional support needs as 
l as those living in social inclusion areas, who might not 
erwise use library services.   

s managed by Access Services, part of Edinburgh City 
ncil’s Services for Communities. We are a team that provides 

ary services for those who cannot easily use building-based 
ary services.  Our services include mobile libraries, library 
ts to care homes/sheltered housing/retirement flats, reading 
elopment support for children in residential care, a resource 
tre with adaptive technologies for disabled people, support 
the prison library at HMP Edinburgh and a service to three 
pitals. 

 main criteria when selecting which children were to receive 
 service were those of social inclusion and additional support 
ds and it was decided from the start to target Child and 
ily Centres, Special schools and those Primary schools in 

 areas which are over one mile from the nearest library.  
proposed sites were visited to discuss suitable times, any 
cial requirements and to check out parking arrangements. As 
sult of this consultation process, we now have a timetable of  

venues which we visit on a three-weekly basis. Included in the 
gramme are services for looked after and accommodated 
dren at St Katharine’s and Howdenhall Secure Services and 
llington School.  

from home.  Each venue is also entitled to a group ticket so they can 
borrow items for use in the venue. 
 
The interior of the Book Bus has been created with children’s needs 
in mind – low shelving, low seating, attractive colours and a warm 
and welcoming ambience.   It is designed to be flexible, allowing 
library staff to change the way stock is presented to suit the 
particular venue and the reading interests of children.  The shelving 
can be adapted for face-out book display.  The vehicle has air 
suspension, allowing it to be lowered to kerb level, and a lift for 
wheelchairs.    
 
We carry a wide selection of popular stock in different formats.  
There are picture books including dual language (Polish is 
particularly popular), board books which are tactile and interactive, 
nursery rhymes, cartoons, poetry and joke books, comics, popular 
fiction and teenage titles for use in the special schools, some of 
which have young people aged up to aged 18.  Popular information 
books such as the Horrible History and Horrible Science series are 
available along with books on football, cars, trucks, pets, etc.  There 
are books in large print, in cd and tape format, story sacks, large-
sized books for use in storytelling.  Unfortunately for one cheeky boy 
who asked, we don’t have any “inappropriate books”!    
 
Since its first outing in October, 900 children (of which two thirds did 
not previously use a library) have borrowed more than 4,000 books. 
As the service develops, we hope to offer occasional storytelling 
sessions as part of the visit.  Over the school holidays we plan to link 
into play schemes and do one-off visits to nurseries which will allow 
us to reach more children. When the service is not on the road we 
take the Book Bus to community events to promote the library 
service. 
 
One of the centres visited by the Book Bus is Craigmillar Child and 
Family Centre which offers group care and outreach support for 
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NEWS 

The story of the Sighthill public library continues to be an 
inspirational lesson for everyone concerned with the way in 
which libraries serve their communities and potential audiences. 
Here is a link to an article in the Telegraph Magazine 14th April 
2007 “Turning the Page”.  
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/arts/main.jhtml?xml=/arts/2007/04/14/
smedin14.xml&page=3

* * * * * * * * *
Edinburgh Library Passport scheme 
No data has arrived yet regarding uptake of the passport. It is 
expected that numbers will be modest 
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NOTA BENE 
On March 29th, CILIPS East Branch organised a “Meet the 
President” session. One of the people attending was Simon 
Ward from Napier University Learning & Information Services, 
and he was very taken with some of the key points raised by 
the incoming CILIPS President.   
 
‘At the Crossroads…’ – Meeting Christopher Phillips 
 
As a newcomer to the profession 
and having been a member of 
CILIP for only a few months, it was 
enlightening to hear the new 
President of CILIPS give his 
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qualifications, and the future 
existence of CILIPS. 
 
The first matter had particular relevance to me. With my MSc in 
Information and Library Studies almost complete and one eye on 
Chartership, his discussion was a reminder that qualifications are not 
ends in themselves. Mr Phillips underlined the value and importance 
of CPD in a profession that requires its practitioners to always 
evaluate their skills and competencies so as to effectively meet the 
changing demands of its customers. The new Framework for 
Evaluation and job-based accreditation can therefore perhaps equip 
para-professionals with the relevant work requirements more so than 
Chartered Members who may have remained stagnant within the 
ever-dynamic information and library sectors. We are reminded of 
the continual in our professional development. 
 
There was also an invitation to consider the future role of CILIPS in 
relation to CILIP. The latter has been operating at a financial loss 
over the past few years which has resulted in tighter budgets being 
allocated to CILIPS. This could seriously undermine our national 
body in the near future and affect how we meet new challenges and 
maintain a much-needed professional network. We are all urged to 
think about the possibility of an independent professional body – one 
that is perhaps ‘branded’ in a way that also underlines its 
commitment to a national cultural agenda.  
 
By presently calling into question two fundamental aspects that are 
the very essence of the profession (its qualifications and 
organisation), Christopher Phillips has bravely focussed our attention 
on the signposts that show us the way ahead. 
 
Simon Ward, Napier University Learning & Information Services 

Occasionally opportunities for interesting voluntary work comes up in 
libraries, currently at the Moir Library of the Scottish Beekeeping 
Association amongst others. Can anyone suggest contacts where 
we can match people with the opportunity? 
 

Congratulations to Dawn McQuillan of Edinburgh City Libraries & 
Information Services on being awarded her library chartership.
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